TEXAS ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE
for PreK through Fifth Grade

CONTACT US
info@mathandmovement.com
Phone: (607) 233-4209
Fax: (866) 407-1154
Math & Movement
PO Box 4017
Ithaca, NY 14852

www.mathandmovement.com
**STUDENTS LOVE TO MOVE!**

Math & Movement employs a kinesthetic and multi-sensory approach to teaching and learning that maximizes learning readiness and supports mastery learning. The math–movements increase the overall health of the students. The floor mats allow children to jump and move as they learn, offering a richer variety of learning modalities when practicing (visual, auditory, motor, and kinesthetic). The Math & Movement Program has been proven successful in using whole body movement activities to reinforce math learning in the classroom while increasing physical education minutes.

**TRAINING FOR YOUR TEACHERS**

This package includes 6 hours of engaging professional development for teachers in kinesthetic, multi-sensory learning. Teachers will learn:

- The research behind why exercise increases learning, focus, critical thinking and boosts student achievement.
- Kinesthetic strategies for developing fluency and deep conceptual understanding of fundamental math and literacy concepts.
- How to use Math & Movement to help students meet TEKS standards and increase test scores.
- Easy-to-apply and powerful techniques for extra math practice, brain breaks and adding additional PE minutes throughout the day. The science behind cross-body movements and how to incorporate them into the classroom. Methods for collecting data and documenting the effectiveness of these strategies.

**INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE**

6-hour onsite PD for your teachers
Online Training - 20 passes
Introduction to Math & Movement DVD
Math & Movement Training Manual - 30 copies
Buddies: A Math Adventure - 30 copies
Buddies: A Math Adventure (e-book)
Freddy Fibonacci’s Awful Allowance - 5 copies
Freddy Fibonacci’s Awful Allowance (e-book)
Buddies: A Math Adventure (e-book)
Honey: A Math Adventure - 5 copies
Honey: A Math Adventure (e-book)
Multiply With Me Set - 1 copy of each book
Multiply With Me Set (e-book)
Kindergarten TEKS Workbook (e-book)
First Grade TEKS Workbook (e-book)
Second Grade TEKS Workbook (e-book)
Third Grade TEKS Workbook (e-book)
Fourth and Fifth Grade TEKS Workbook (e-book)
Skip Counting Desktop Charts (digital)
Skip Counting Wall Banners (6 banners)
Skip Counting Mat Set (7 mats)
Skip Counting Stencil Set (7 stencils)
Add/Subtract Mat
Number Line to 10 Mat
Clock Hop Floor Mat
Place Value Hop (P2)
Place Value Hop - Decimals (P3)
Cartesian Coordinate Hop
Fraction Walk Mat (Halves & Quarters)
Fraction Walk Floor Mat (Thirds & Sixths)
Equivalent Fraction Hop Floor Mat
Attribute Word Hop Mat
Ordinal Numbers Hop
Ten Frame Hop Floor Mat
My First Shapes Hop
Dollar Hop
Hop by Tens
Operations Hop
Factor Fun
Geometric Shapes Hop
Angle Hop
Hopscotch for Threes
Multiplication Hopscotch

Package Cost: $9,995.00
A savings of over $11,000!

“I have tried all year to get my students to multiply. One week after your workshop, they mastered 9’s!”

- teacher and workshop attendee -